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this game contains 18 models in total. the city of
cologne is already familiar to us from man. two
years ago, we also released the first add-on for

the bus models. the man citybus series for omsi 2
contains the berlandwagen a20, the solo vehicle
a21, the articulated a223 and the 15 meter long
version of the a26. we provide a serial number

with the purchase of this download version.
afterwards, you need to download this add-on via
steam and activate it. further information can be
found in the installation instruction. omsi 2 has

14 different city bus versions, a diesel coach and
a modern bus. for the purpose of this add-on,
only the standard version of the buses was

considered. for the bus version, three different
weather and lighting conditions have been

included. each bus can be repainted in your own
colors and can also be equipped with a livery
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from one of the buses in the pack. omsi 2 is a
game about driving a bus, but a little more than
that. it's also about driving in the big city. omsi 2

is a complete simulation with many different
features. you can drive the bus on your own or

with a virtual bus driver that shows you the route,
the traffic and the bus schedule. the bus can be
inspected and its interior can be explored. there

are a lot of features that add to the realism of the
game. however, some features are only available

in the premium version. we have checked and
updated the best online game stores and created

an easy and convenient search. they will send
you a code in seconds. you can find more

information about the stores in our user review.
all orders go through a secure payment process

and the payment will be made instantly after you
order. payment can be done with all major
payment methods such as paypal, bitcoin,

webmoney and okpay.after you received your
key, you will receive an email with a download

link to the game. get the best deal on omsi 2 add-
on kln pc game and your game will be ready

within minutes. don't forget to share the link with
your friends. use it to give away the game for
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free on facebook, twitter and other social
networks.
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In this add-on you drive a car in the OMSI 2 series
on route Koln - Cologne - Cologne - Cologne! The
OMSI 3D versions of the different regions have

been updated to the latest editions of the cities:
In Koln, the Autostrada was updated to the A3,

the A44 was modified and the Inter City Express
or ICE was added to the route. Because of the

street changes, the route and the changes in the
motorways, the additions in the city are only

limited in regard to a possible traffic jam on the
main streets. When you drive a car on this great
route, you must observe traffic rules like you do
when driving on highways. Always consider the
traffic regulations and change to a side that is
less busy. Imagination games today announce

their publication to all OMSI 2 Coaches and
Routes: Koln - Cologne - Cologne - Cologne! If you
want to learn more about this great Add-On, or if

you want to download the key immediately,
please visit the new OMSI 2 website! In this add-
on you drive the route Koln - Cologne in Cologne.
The route was compiled from several OMSI maps
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and can be viewed in OMSI 2 after installation of
the add-on. The different vehicle classes can be
selected by using the "Select class" option at the
start screen. Each of the vehicle classes can be
selected individually. If you are already a fan of

the OMSI world map editor, you can try to extract
the content from this add-on and use it in a

compatible OMSI world map editor for unlimited
use. The add-on has been made completely free
for the fan community and it is a central part of
the You will encounter the freeway of the Ruhr,

the railway tunnel, the Berlin tunnel, the
Autobahn, the viaduct, the B 71 and

Freibergerhau, the industrial district with the Koln
river, the mines, the ship harbor, Cologne
cathedral and the riverside and even the

Panorama museum. In the suburbs you will meet
the commuter rail and the funicular and the

idyllic meadows. 5ec8ef588b
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